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ABSTRACT

Floor Finishes means in relation to replacement of floor finishes, carpets, vinyl coverings,

vinyl tiles and in relation to repair of floor finishes, replacement of small areas of tiling. In other

words, floor finishing is also provides the support for the flooring. Special purpose subfloors like

floating floors, raised floors or sprung floors may be laid upon another underlying subfloor

which provides the structural strength. The type of flooring finishing types aimed in this report is

interlocking. Interlocking floor tiles are tiles that interlock together to form a floating floor. Most

types of interlocking floor tiles. Some types of interlocking rubber tiles are made for use in

public road finishing such a bus station. The report conducted for the renovation project located

at ONE SEGAMAT’S BUS STATION, SEGAMAT JOHOR under by MAJLIS

PERBANDARAN SEGAMAT (MPS) . The objectives of the report is to describe the types of

floor finishing such as interlocking, the advantages and to look the problems according the

interlocking and the solution of it.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY

In building construction study scope, floor finishes is the finale part of construction

whether renovation. Types of floor finishes is polish concrete, hardwood, laminate, ceramic,

carpet, stone, vinyl, cork and many more. Each types of finishing are various in property and

used in different place.

TYPES PURPOSES PLACE FIGURES

Polish concrete Long-lasting and

more durable under

heavy foot traffic

usually used

in commercial

projects

Hardwood Wood floors are easier

to clean and less likely

to be damaged.floors

are typically sealed

surfaces with a

protective layer of

finish, wood floors

Usually used in

interior floor

furnitures for

home


